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chapter I
MEAT AND  ITS  PREPARATIONS
MEAT
In its ordinary meaning, the term meat is applied to parts of slaughtered
animals consisting principally of muscular tissue together with larger or
smaller quantities of tendons, adipose tissue, bone, etc.
The examination of meat concerns in the first place the food inspector,
whose duty it is to determine that the meat is good for food and has not
been obtained from diseased animals. The analyst's task is usually to
determine the nutritive value of the meat by estimating its principal com-
ponents and to test for the presence of preservatives or colouring matters.
The more common chemical tests and determinations are as follows:
Sampling,—About 500 grams are required, and this quantity is usually
taken from several (3-5) of the more fleshy parts of the carcase. The pieces
are freed from bone, cut into pieces a few grams in weight by means of a
knife and then converted in a mincing machine into a fine pasty mass,
which is well mixed so as to give a homogeneous sample.
 1,	External and Objective Characters.—Observations are made of:
the colour (whether bright red or brownish-red), the consistency (whether
compact and elastic or the reverse), and the odour (whether normal arid
not unpleasant, or, on the other hand, indicative of putrefaction).   Note
is also made of the odour and taste of the broth obtained "by boiling a piece
of the meat with water in a closed vessel—the odour at the moment the
liquid begins to boil.    Observation is also made of the reaction—whether
this is amphoteric,or acid, or alkaline;  the last indicates putrefaction,
 2,	Determination of the Water.—About ro grams of the prepared
sample are weighed exactly in a flat porcelain dish, the fragments being
spread over the whole surface of the dish, which is left in a steam-oven for
about four hours and then transferred to an air-oven at 105°.   After a further
two hours the dish is cooled and weighed and then heated for about another
hour, after wlidh the weight is usually found to be unchanged,
The moisture in meat may also be calculated by subtracting from 100
the sum of the percentages of fat, albuminoids and ash,
3,	Fat.—IHs may be determined on the dry residue from a, wMch is
placed in a filter-paper thimble in an extraction apparatus, wMle the dish
is rinsed out with anhydrous ether or light petroletiin into the extraction-
flask,   The extraction is continued for abottt six hours, after which the
bulk of the solvent is distilled off an $, water-bath, wMle thfe
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